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Ever since that night, whenever the Moon is bored or
whenever the animals are tired of gathering and babbling,
the Moon slides down smoothly and lightly and they start
playing all together.
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That night, the animals played ball with the Moon as much
as they could.
When they all became tired, the Giraffe kicked the Moon
up with a real hard strike and the Moon rolled into the sky
like a ball and sat at its habitual place.
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Gradually, the animals started to gather around the Elephant
and Moon. The Moon performed another somersault on the
elephant‛s back and reached his head from behind his neck.
She rolled over again and jumped over the Elephant‛s trunk.
Then, softly and slowly with no whacking, the Moon jumped
down and joined the animals. She was like a round, shiny ball.
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Once upon a night, a bunch of animals gathered together
and talked every talk.
That night, the round and rotund Moon shouted from the
middle of the sky and told them: “Aren‛t you tired of so
much babbling?”
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How about the Bear! Though the Bear was always lazy, but
made a fast move this time and stepped down from the back
of the Elephant on time.
The Moon was on her way down now and the Elephant didn‛t
get a chance to move aside. The Moon was reaching nearer
and nearer. Standing aside, the animals were watching the
scene. They gasped and said: “Poor Elephant! He‛s gonna be
crushed under the Moon.”
But was the Elephant really crushed under the Moon?!
No, not at all. the Moon didn‛t fall down. Rather, she landed
softly on the Elephant‛s back. She landed so smoothly and
gently on the Elephant‛s back that no thump was heard.
The Elephant didn‛t even feel her heavy weight on his back.
Neither his back was hurt.
After a long silence, the Moon was the first among them to
speak up. “Wow, I didn‛t know I‛m a light weight! If I knew
it already, I‛d have come down to earth much earlier than
this.”
Then the Moon started to roll over and over on the Elephant‛s
back. It made the Elephant feel tickled. He started laughing
hard and said: “Wow, I didn‛t know I was ticklish.
I like the way you tickle me!”

“Babbling is the easiest thing to do in the whole world,”
the Parrot said.
“Hey, chubby! What are you talking about?”
asked the Owl.
“Why don‛t you pull me down to play with me?”
replied the Moon politely.
                  


